
"Writing Off the Subject" from The Triggering Town by Richard Hugo  

I often make these remarks to a beginning poetry writing class. You'll never be a poet until you 

realize that everything I say today and this quarter is wrong. It may be right for me, but it is wrong for 

you. Every moment, I am, without wanting or trying to, telling you to write like me. But I hope you learn 

to write like you. In a sense, I hope I don't teach you how to write but how to teach yourself how to write. 

At all times keep your crap detector on. If I say something that helps, good. If what I say is of no help, let 

it go. Don't start arguments. They are futile and take us away from our purpose. As Yeats noted, your 

important arguments are with yourself. If you don't agree with me, don't listen. Think about something 

else.  

When you start to write, you carry to the page one of two attitudes, though you may not be aware 

of it. One is that all music must conform to truth. The other, that all truth must conform to music. If you 

believe the first, you are making your job very difficult, and you are not only limiting the writing of 

poems to something done only by the very witty and clever, such as Auden, you are weakening the 

justification for creative writing programs. So you can take that attitude if you want, but you are 

jeopardizing my livelihood as well as your chances of writing a good poem. If the second attitude is right, 

then I still have a job. Let's pretend it is right because I need the money. Besides, if you feel truth must 

conform to music, those of us who find life bewildering and who don't know what things mean, but love 

the sounds of words enough to fight through draft after draft of a poem, can go on writing--try to stop us.  

[….]A poem can be said to have two subjects, the initiating or triggering subject, which starts the 

poem or "causes" the poem to be written, and the real or generated subject, which the poem comes to say 

or mean, and which is generated or discovered in the poem during the writing. That's not quite right 

because it suggests that the poet recognizes the real subject. The poet may not be aware of what the real 

subject is but only have some instinctive feeling that the poem is done.  

Young poets find it difficult to free themselves from the initiating subject. The poet puts down the 

title: "Autumn Rain." He finds two or three good lines about Autumn Rain. Then things start to break 

down. He cannot find anything more to say about Autumn Rain so he starts making up things, he strains, 

he goes abstract, he starts telling us the meaning of what he has already said. The mistake he is making, of 

course, is that he feels obligated to go on talking about Autumn Rain, because that, he feels, is the subject. 

Well, it isn't the subject. You don't know what the subject is, and the moment you run out of things to say 

about Autumn Rain start talking about something else. In fact, it's a good idea to talk about something 

else before you run out of things to say about Autumn Rain.  

Don't be afraid to jump ahead. There are a few people who become more interesting the longer 

they stay on a single subject. But most people are like me, I find. The longer they talk about one subject, 

the duller they get. Make the subject of the next sentence different from the subject of the sentence you 

just put down. Depend on rhythm, tonality, and the music of language to hold things together. It is 

impossible to write meaningless sequences. In a sense the next thing always belongs. In the world of 

imagination, all things belong. If you take that on faith, you may be foolish, but foolish like a trout.  

Never worry about the reader, what the reader can understand. When you are writing, glance over 

your shoulder, and you'll find there is no reader. Just you and the page. Feel lonely? Good. Assuming you 

can write clear English sentences, give up all worry about communication. If you want to communicate, 

use the telephone.  

The question is: how to get off the subject, I mean the triggering subject. One way is to use words 

for the sake of their sounds. Later, I'll demonstrate this idea. The initiating subject should trigger the 

imagination as well as the poem. If it doesn't, it may not be a valid subject but only something you feel 

you should write a poem about. Never write a poem about anything that ought to have a poem written 

about it, a wise man once told me. Not bad advice but not quite right. The point is, the triggering subject 

should not carry with it moral or social obligations to feel or claim you feel certain ways. If you feel 

pressure to say what you know others want to hear and don't have enough devil in you to surprise them, 

shut up. But the advice is still well taken. Subjects that ought to have poems have a bad habit of wanting 

lots of other things at the same time. And you provide those things at the expense of your imagination.  



[…]The poet's relation to the triggering subject should never be as strong as (must be weaker 

than) his relation to his words. The words should not serve the subject. The subject should serve the 

words. This may mean violating the facts. For example, if the poem needs the word "black" at some point 

and the grain elevator is yellow, the grain elevator may have to be black in the poem. You owe reality 

nothing and the truth about your feelings everything.  

 

Excerpt from “The Poet and the World” by Wislawa Szymborska  Nobel Prize Speech 1996 

It's not accidental that film biographies of great scientists and artists are produced in droves. The 

more ambitious directors seek to reproduce convincingly the creative process that led to important 

scientific discoveries or the emergence of a masterpiece. And one can depict certain kinds of scientific 

labor with some success. Laboratories, sundry instruments, elaborate machinery brought to life: such 

scenes may hold the audience's interest for a while. And those moments of uncertainty - will the 

experiment, conducted for the thousandth time with some tiny modification, finally yield the desired 

result? - can be quite dramatic. Films about painters can be spectacular, as they go about recreating every 

stage of a famous painting's evolution, from the first penciled line to the final brushstroke. Music swells 

in films about composers: the first bars of the melody that rings in the musician's ears finally emerge as a 

mature work in symphonic form. Of course this is all quite naive and doesn't explain the strange mental 

state popularly known as inspiration, but at least there's something to look at and listen to. 

But poets are the worst. Their work is hopelessly unphotogenic. Someone sits at a table or lies on a sofa 

while staring motionless at a wall or ceiling. Once in a while this person writes down seven lines only to 

cross out one of them fifteen minutes later, and then another hour passes, during which nothing happens 

... Who could stand to watch this kind of thing? 

I've mentioned inspiration. Contemporary poets answer evasively when asked what it is, and if it 

actually exists. It's not that they've never known the blessing of this inner impulse. It's just not easy to 

explain something to someone else that you don't understand yourself. 

When I'm asked about this on occasion, I hedge the question too. But my answer is this: 

inspiration is not the exclusive privilege of poets or artists generally. There is, has been, and will always 

be a certain group of people whom inspiration visits. It's made up of all those who've consciously chosen 

their calling and do their job with love and imagination. It may include doctors, teachers, gardeners - and 

I could list a hundred more professions. Their work becomes one continuous adventure as long as they 

manage to keep discovering new challenges in it. Difficulties and setbacks never quell their curiosity. A 

swarm of new questions emerges from every problem they solve. Whatever inspiration is, it's born from a 

continuous "I don't know." 

There aren't many such people. Most of the earth's inhabitants work to get by. They work because 

they have to. They didn't pick this or that kind of job out of passion; the circumstances of their lives did 

the choosing for them. Loveless work, boring work, work valued only because others haven't got even 

that much, however loveless and boring - this is one of the harshest human miseries. And there's no sign 

that coming centuries will produce any changes for the better as far as this goes. 

And so, though I may deny poets their monopoly on inspiration, I still place them in a select 

group of Fortune's darlings. 

[....]This is why I value that little phrase "I don't know" so highly. It's small, but it flies on mighty 

wings. It expands our lives to include the spaces within us as well as those outer expanses in which our 

tiny Earth hangs suspended. If Isaac Newton had never said to himself "I don't know," the apples in his 

little orchard might have dropped to the ground like hailstones and at best he would have stooped to pick 

them up and gobble them with gusto. Had my compatriot Marie Sklodowska-Curie never said to herself "I 

don't know", she probably would have wound up teaching chemistry at some private high school for 

young ladies from good families, and would have ended her days performing this otherwise perfectly 

respectable job. But she kept on saying "I don't know," and these words led her, not just once but twice, to 

Stockholm, where restless, questing spirits are occasionally rewarded with the Nobel Prize. 

Poets, if they're genuine, must also keep repeating "I don't know." Each poem marks an effort to 

answer this statement, but as soon as the final period hits the page, the poet begins to hesitate, starts to 



realize that this particular answer was pure makeshift that's absolutely inadequate to boot. So the poets 

keep on trying, and sooner or later the consecutive results of their self-dissatisfaction are clipped together 

with a giant paperclip by literary historians and called their "oeuvre"  

[....]The world - whatever we might think when terrified by its vastness and our own impotence, 

or embittered by its indifference to individual suffering, of people, animals, and perhaps even plants, for 

why are we so sure that plants feel no pain; whatever we might think of its expanses pierced by the rays 

of stars surrounded by planets we've just begun to discover, planets already dead? still dead? we just don't 

know; whatever we might think of this measureless theater to which we've got reserved tickets, but tickets 

whose lifespan is laughably short, bounded as it is by two arbitrary dates; whatever else we might think of 

this world - it is astonishing. 

But "astonishing" is an epithet concealing a logical trap. We're astonished, after all, by things that 

deviate from some well-known and universally acknowledged norm, from an obviousness we've grown 

accustomed to. Now the point is, there is no such obvious world. Our astonishment exists per se and isn't 

based on comparison with something else. 

Granted, in daily speech, where we don't stop to consider every word, we all use phrases like "the 

ordinary world," "ordinary life," "the ordinary course of events" ... But in the language of poetry, where 

every word is weighed, nothing is usual or normal. Not a single stone and not a single cloud above it. Not 

a single day and not a single night after it. And above all, not a single existence, not anyone's existence in 

this world. 

It looks like poets will always have their work cut out for them. 

 

Excerpt from “An Essay on Poetry” by Steven Scheer 2001 

Poetry is art by means of words. The word itself is of Greek origin and its etymological meaning 

is "making" (to say that someone is a poet is to call him or her a "maker"). This oldest of the human arts 

was born in song (and dance). Rhythm and rhyme (and reason) go hand-in-hand when it comes to poetry. 

Though the language of poetry is the language of emotions, it is not devoid of rationality either. In a good 

poem the head is the head of the heart, even as it is the heart that gives life to the head. And this is true 

even if we accept Pascal's famous dictum about the heart having reasons that reason will not understand.  

Trying to define poetry is probably a useless enterprise. The literature on it is vast. Most famous 

poets have written about it. For Alexander Pope, for example, the essence of it came from what "oft was 

thought but never so well expressed," for Wordsworth it was a matter of the "overflow of powerful 

feelings . . . emotions recollected in tranquility," whereas for Shelley poets were the "unacknowledged 

legislators of the world." Coleridge was perhaps the most ambitious in asserting that in writing poetry the 

human mind imitates the divine mind in a god-like act of creation (by a kind of human fiat, which is thus 

an imitative repetition of its original counterpart).  

My own attempt at getting at the essence of poetry will be more humble: poetry is the creation of 

meaningful beauty (or beautiful meaning) by means of words, which thus both create and express who or 

what we are. There are no limits as to the subject matter of poetry (today's poets even use so-called 

obscene language in their poems). Whatever our human hearts and minds can contemplate or brood over 

or entertain (pun intended?) is fair game. Love & death & sex & marriage - even the price of tea in China.  

One problem that lots of people have with poetry is that poets don't "tell it like it is," they use 

strange and incomprehensible language, full of "quaint and curious" metaphors (not to mention 

metonymies and synecdoches). There is, of course, a good reason for this. But it has a circuitous history. 

Once what we now call clichés were indispensable. In an oral culture repetitious and formulaic phrases 

aided and abetted memory. After the invention of writing, repetition and formulaic prose came slowly to 

be seen as hackneyed, as not truly responsive to realities (thus, as even perhaps distortive of them). The 

same old same old deadens our senses and our perceptions, so that using the same old words for new 

feelings would render the new feelings prematurely old.  

Poets use new metaphors (or put things in new perspectives) in an attempt to make us see and feel 

things as if for the first time. They renew the old so that we may, like children, have that sense of wonder 

again about what's around us or in us, for that matter. Of course, famous poems, poems that we love and 



perhaps even know by heart ("knowing by heart" is an interesting phrase, is it not?), seem to bear up 

under repeated readings or recitations. Here repetition of what is fixed ("formulaic") does not diminish 

our perceptions. This may be a paradox. Or perhaps just the old-fashioned "test of time." Certain poems 

pass this test with flying colors (if I may be permitted a cliché here).  

Actually, this problem of poets not "telling it like it is" is intricately related to common phrases 

and expressions, too. There are innumerable common phrases and expressions in our languages that were 

once fresh as daisies but have become overused and worn out by time. So we no longer think of the 

mental feat it takes to understand them. We seem to understand them instantly (even automatically), as if 

they were all so clear that they needed no interpretation at all (like "passing a test with flying colors"). 

The difference between such commonplaces and "difficult" poetry is a difference in degree and not in 

kind.  

Such is the power of poetry. The trick is to stop resisting it. The trick is to recognize, implicitly, 

that the language of poetry is simply our ordinary language renewed and intensified. It is as if something 

were being said (and thus created and brought into reality) for the first time. When it comes to a good 

poem, each time is the first time. The words become ours. We become the words. So that only after things 

are what we say they are, can they really be what they are to begin with.  

 

Prep for the Graded Discussion:  

1. Consider how each of these writers characterize or trace the outline of Poetry. Are there any 

echoes between writers? Do they all (or do two) agree on any particular points?  

2. How does each writer define the work/duty of the poet? Which definitions lie closest to your own 

definitions?  

3. How might Hugo’s ideas on the triggering and generated subjects fit in with the worth 

Szymborska finds in the phrase “I don’t know” fit in with the poet’s use of “new” language 

according to Scheer?  [This is a question which we will spend a while answering in the graded 

discussion…but have a go at it and see what connections you see.] 


